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The mass of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson was constrained by the Large Electron-
Positron (LEP) collider to be above 114.4 GeV . Simple extensions of the scalar sector like adding
singlets and/or doublets allow the lightest Higgs to be much lighter via a reduction in its coupling
to gauge bosons. Such a light Higgs could have evaded the LEP searches but could be detected
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in the process pp→ h j → τ+τ− j, where j is a resolved jet.
We conclude that in some Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) extensions of the scalar sector, a
very light Higgs state could be detected at the 14 TeV LHC with early data.
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1. Introduction
The Higgs mechanism gives rise to clear and detectable signatures that can be probed at hadron
colliders. The most relevant searches for a SM Higgs boson by the LEP experiments [1] were based
on the process e+e−→ Zh. A limit of mh > 114.4 GeV was obtained combining all LEP analyses
based on such searches. As the coupling of a Higgs boson to gauge bosons is fixed in the SM, a
lighter Higgs can only exist in a model where its couplings to gauge bosons are reduced relative to
the SM. Moreover, any complementary process, such as e+e− → Ah, where A is a pseudo-scalar
Higgs boson and h is the lightest Higgs, has to be kinematically forbidden. Such a scenario, with
a very light Higgs, can easily arise by adding Higgs scalar singlets and/or doublets to the Higgs
sector of the SM. This way, a reduction of the couplings to gauge bosons can occur via the mixing
of the different Higgs states which in turn would lead to negligible Higgs production cross sections
involving such couplings. Hence, the detection of a very light Higgs boson necessarily involves
its Yukawa couplings. The process pp→ h j → τ+τ− j [2] via gluon fusion, where j represents a
resolved jet, proved to be the most important in this limiting scenario. A detailed parton level study
was performed for the LHC with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV, showing that such a
light Higgs could be detected in several extended models and that for particular scenarios an early
detection is also possible. We believe that at the very least, an effort should be made to find or
definitely exclude such a light particle and the LHC has the means to do so.
2. Extensions of the Higgs sector
Which extensions of the SM can accommodate a very light Higgs boson? For simplicity we
assume that CP is conserved in the Higgs sector and natural flavour conservation is also assumed.
The addition of a neutral scalar singlet would at most redefine the Higgs coupling to gauge bosons
as sin χ gSMVVh because this field does not couple to gauge bosons nor to fermions - χ is the mixing
angle between the CP-even component of the singlet and the CP-even Higgs field from the doublet.
However, the coupling to fermions will also be redefined as sin χ gSMf f h. Consequently, a small sin χ
will make all production processes negligible and detection of this particular very light Higgs does
not seem promising at the LHC.
The next step is to add one doublet to the SM to obtain what is known as a two-Higgs doublet
model (2HDM). The Higgs couplings to gauge bosons are universal and the lightest Higgs state
couples as sin(β −α)gSM, where β is the mixing angle in the CP-odd and charged sectors and
α is the mixing angle in the CP-even Higgs sector. The Yukawa Lagrangian can be built in four
independent ways [3] if Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) are to be avoided. The first
one is a SM-like scenario where only one doublet, say φ2, gives mass to all fermions usually
referred to as type I model. The second class of models is the one where both doublets participate
in the mass generation process. One can build the following models: type II is the model where φ2
couples to up-type quarks and φ1 couples to down-type quarks and leptons; in a type III model φ2
couples to up-type quarks and to leptons and φ1 couples to down-type quarks; a type IV model is
instead built such that φ2 couples to all quarks and φ1 couples to leptons.
A class of simple extensions of 2HDM recently discussed in [4] are the ones obtained by
adding an arbitrary number, n, (we will call these models 2HDM+nD) of doublets that do not
2
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couple to the fermions. Taking Model II as an example and following [4] we discuss the case
where just one more doublet is added; the mixing with the extra doublet is parameterised in terms
of an angle θ , where h = cosθh′+ sinθh0 and h′ is the usual 2HDM lightest CP-even Higgs boson
and h0 is the CP-even state of the new doublet. Defining tanβ = v2/v1, cos Ω =
√
(v21 + v
2
2)/v and
sin Ω = v0/v, with 0≤Ω < pi/2, the couplings to gauge bosons are
gVV h = (cos Ωcosθ sin(β −α)+ sinΩsinθ)gSMVVh (2.1)
while the couplings to fermions can be written as
gu¯uh =
cos θ
cos Ω
cosα
sinβ g
SM
f f h, g ¯ddh = g¯llh =−
cosθ
cosΩ
sinα
cosβ g
SM
f f h. (2.2)
In the case of the so-called democratic three-Higgs doublet model 3HDM(D) [5] where up-type
quarks, down-type quarks and charged leptons all get their mass from a different doublet we can still
write the coupling to gauge bosons as in eq (3.1), where now tan β = vu/vd , cosΩ =
√
(v2u + v
2
d)/v
and sinΩ = vl/v; vu, vd and vl are the VEVs of the doublets that couple to the up-quarks, down-
quarks and charged leptons, respectively. Couplings to fermions have the same expression except
for the coupling to leptons which is now given by sinθ/sin Ω gSMf f h.
3. Results and discussion
Mass (GeV ) 95 % CL L ( f b−1) 3σ L ( f b−1) 5σ L ( f b−1)
20 0.38 0.86 2.38
30 0.45 1.02 2.84
40 0.53 1.18 3.28
50 0.60 1.35 3.76
60 0.73 1.64 4.56
70 2.02 4.56 12.7
80 9.76 22.0 61.0
90 11.4 25.7 71.3
Table 1: Integrated luminosities for the combined ll and l j analysis needed to reach a 95 % CL exclusion,
3σ and 5σ discovery for a Higgs boson with SM-like couplings to the fermions, at the LHC.
The SM signal and all background processes were generated with CalcHEP [6]. In the mod-
els with an extended scalar sector, signal cross sections were evaluated with FeynArts/FormCalc/
LoopTools [7]. As each τ can either decay leptonically or hadronically and a three jet final state is
very hard to identify at a hadron collider, we will concentrate on the other two possibilities - two
taus decaying leptonically (ll) or one tau decaying leptonically and the other hadronically (l j). In
both analyses we have considered the main source of irreducible background, pp→ Z/γ∗ j, and the
most relevant sources of reducible background, pp→W+W− j, pp→W j j, pp→ t ¯t and the QCD
background j j j. A very detailed discussion of the analysis can be found in [8]. In tab. 3 we present
the luminosities required for a 95 % Confidence Level (CL) exclusion, 3σ and 5σ discovery of a
Higgs boson with SM-like Higgs couplings to the fermions at
√
s = 14 TeV as a function of the
3
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Figure 1: Left panel - ratio between σ(pp→ hg)BR(h→ τ+τ−) in model II and the SM
σ(pp→ hSMg)BR(hSM → τ+τ−) as a function of mh and tanβ = 1 and 30. Right panel - same ratio now
for model IV and tanβ = 2 and 3. In both cases we take sin(β −α) = 0.1. We also show lines of total
integrated luminosity 100 pb−1 and 1 f b−1 for model II and 500 pb−1 and 1 f b−1 for model IV.
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Figure 2: Left panel - ratio between σ(pp→ hg)BR(h→ τ+τ−) and the SM
σ(pp→ hSMg)BR(hSM → τ+τ−) multiplied by the factor cos2Ω for mh = 40GeV and tanβ = 1 for
all 2HDM+nD. We also present the total integrated luminosities 100 pb−1 and 2 f b−1 Right panel - same
ratio (without cos2Ω) for 2HDMIV+nD and 3HDM(d) as a function of sinθ and tanβ = 3 and mh = 40GeV .
Higgs mass. A light Higgs boson with SM-like couplings to the fermions can be excluded at 95 %
CL in the mass range 20–60 GeV with less than 1 f b−1 of total integrated luminosity.
In fig. 1 we present the best scenarios for the pure 2HDM cases. The integrated luminosity
lines represent the total luminosity needed to exclude the model at 95 % CL. It is clear that there are
regions of the parameter space that can be probed with less than 100 pb−1 of integrated luminosity
with the LHC working at an energy of 14 TeV. The regions easily probed are for very light Higgs
(mass below 60 GeV) and large tanβ values in Model II and small to moderate values of tan β for
Model IV.
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More general models have first to respect the LEP bounds, that is, to have small couplings
between the lightest Higgs and gauge bosons. If almost no mixing occurs between the new doublet
and the remaining ones and the new VEV is maximal (cos Ω≪ 1 and sinθ ≪ 1) all cross sections
are rescaled, and therefore enhanced, as σ 2HDM → 1/cos2 Ωσ 2HDM. Both α and tan β are now
free to vary in all the allowed range, provided theoretical and experimental constraints are fulfilled.
In the left panel of fig. 2 we present the ratio between σ(pp→ hg)BR(h→ τ+τ−) and the its SM
equivalent, multiplied by cos2 Ω for all Yukawa extensions of the 2HDM+nD. Note that to obtain
the actual value of the cross section one needs to multiply it by 1/cos2 Ω and therefore the numbers
will always be larger than the ones shown in the figures. Again, it is clear that 100 pb−1 are enough
to constraint a big portion of model III+nD while with 2 f b−1 just marginal regions of the models
are left untested. Between the two vertical lines, the allowed region of the parameter space for the
pure 2HDM is shown. In the right panel, the scenario sinΩ≪ 1 and α ≈ β for model IV+nD and
3HDM(D) is shown. By taking sin Ω = 0.1 and α = β we conclude that the prospect of excluding
a light Higgs in model IV+nD is good but even with 5 f b−1 of integrated luminosity only a small
portion of the 3HDM(D) will be probed at 95 % CL.
A very interesting class of models is obtained by setting gVV h = 0 which means sin(β −α) =
− tanΩ tan θ and therefore it does not require any special limit to avoid the LEP bound. As an
example, if sin(β −α) = tanΩ = − tanθ = 1 the LEP bound is avoided and the lightest Higgs
from 3HDM(D) will have SM-like couplings to fermions. Finally, other scenarios where the LEP
bounds are avoided but add nothing relevant to the previous discussion are: sinθ << 1 and α ≈ β ;
sin Ω << 1 and cos θ << 1.
With the LHC running and with the search for the Higgs boson on the way, we should ask
ourselves what to do if we do not find a SM Higgs boson. It seems clear that we should turn
our attention to more general potentials and in particular to the ones where a light Higgs boson
is allowed. However, even if a Higgs boson is found and even if it looks very much like the SM
Higgs boson, we should make sure that we did not miss any other (pseudo)scalar particle potentially
present in the data. We believe this work is a very important contribution to achieve such a goal.
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